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Abstract 

The concept of memory mapped files reduces the I/O data 

movement  by mapping file data directly to the process address 

space. This is best suitable for the data mining applications which 

involve  accessing  large data files. The recent  improvement in 

parallel processor architectures  is the multi-core architectures. 

To get the real benefit from these architectures we have to 

redesign the existing serial algorithms so that they  can be 

parallelized on multi-core architectures. OpenMP is an API for 

parallel programming which make a serial program to run in 

parallel without much redesigning job. Our main concern in this 

paper is to evaluate the performance  of  apriori using linux  

mmap() function compared to  fread()  function in both the serial 

and parallel environments. Experiments are conducted with both 

simulated and standard datasets on multi-core architectures using 

openMP threads. Our experiments show that mmap() function 

gives better results than fread() function  with both serial as well 

as parallel implementations of apriori on dual core. 
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1. Introduction 

The concept of memory mapping of files was introduced to 

reduce the overhead of file management. Mmap() function 

is a unix/linux function which simplifies processing of file 

data (1).The applications which need huge input/output 

overhead like network or other applications are using 

mmap()(2).Many unix/linux functions like grep, fgrep, egrep 

and the unix pipe facility use memory mapping concept for 

large data files. Avadis Tevanian describes an  approach of  

file mapping facility under Mach operating system and  

mentions that useful performance  gains can be achieved 

by using Mach’s memory mapping(1). John Heidemann  

explains that  CPU utilization can be reduced by  using 

memory mapped files instead of stdio when sending large 
files(3).Joseph Jang in his blog has clearly shown the 

better performance results of mmap() over fread() and 

iostream(4). 

 

A multi-core processor contains two or more actual 

processors integrated on the same chip and the 

performance gains from multi-core processors can be 

obtained based on the software that can run on multiple 

cores simultaneously(5).OpenMP is an application program 

interface for developing shared memory parallel 

programming(6). It works on the concept of multithreading. 

Master thread works sequentially and when the parallel 

region encounters, master thread forks child threads and 

work along with them(7). In our previous papers we have 

evaluated the performance of the popular data mining 

algorithm apriori on dual core with OpenMP threads  

compared to the serial implementation (8,9).Our present 

paper mainly concentrates on comparing  the benefit of 

mmap() over fread() in the implementation of the apriori 

algorithm. The results will  compare the performance of 

mmap() over fread() in serial and parallel implementations  

of apriori with different datasets at different support 

counts. 

2. Related Work 

Apriori is the popular  algorithm for achieving the 

important functionality of data mining known as frequent 
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itemset mining(FIM) or association rule mining(ARM) 

(10).As data mining deals with large volumes of data, 

scalability can be achieved by parallelizing the algorithm. 

(11,12,13)M.J.Zaki has presented a survey paper on parallel 

and distributed association rule mining.(12) Rakesh 

Agrawal and John C.Shafer  proposed two parallel 

algorithms known as count distribution and data 

distribution based on apriori.(11). Zaıane et al has 

proposed a parallel algorithm for finding  frequent item-sets 

using FP-growth algorithm (13).Pattern mining researchers 

are also designing parallel algorithms on the   recent  multi 

core architectures.(14) Li Liu2, et.al., proposed a cache 

conscious FP  array mechanism for implementing FP-

growth algorithm on multi core processors.(15).S.Tatikonda 

et al., proposed  frequent subtree  mining from a tree 

structured data on multi-core architecture.(16) Research is 

also going on implementing data mining algorithms on 

multi-core architectures using openMP threads. 

 

Anuradha et al., presented the performance evaluation of 

parallel apriori on dual core compared to serial  execution 

with different data sets and also by changing the number 

of threads.(8,9).S.N Tirumalarao et al., studied the 

performance of k means clustering algorithm on multi-core 

architectures.(2)  S.Mohanavalli et al.,  implemented parallel 

k-means algorithm with openMP and distributed algorithm 

with MPI . They have also compared the performance of 

these implementations with hybrid model which is the 

combination of openMP and MPI.(17)Memory mapped files 

concept  was initially used in designing the unix based 

operating system internals. Avadis Tevanian et al., explains 

the system call for file mapping in Mach operating 

system.(1) Direct accessing of user programs to device 

memory and the files and its advantages  in Linux memory 

management  are explained in (18).But only a little research 

is done in finding the effect of memory mapped files  

compared to normal file reading operation on data mining 

algorithms. S.N.Tirumalarao et al.,studied the performance 

of memory mapped files on k-means clustering algorithm.(2) 

3. Theoretical background  

3.1 Apriori 

Apriori is the popular algorithm for finding frequent 

itemsets from a transactional database. It was proposed by 

Agrawal and Srikant(10,19).It consists of two functions : 

1. Finding the  candidate k-itemsets: Initially, every 

item in the given database will  be in the candidate 

k-itemset where k=1. For finding the next 

candidate k-itemsets (k=2 ,3 etc.), we have  to join 

previous  frequent k-itemset with itself. For 

example for finding candidate 2-itemset, we have 

to join frequent 1-itemset with itself. 

2. Finding the frequent k-itemset: For finding 

frequent k-itemset, we have to find the count of 

each item in the candidate k-itemset. If the count 

of the item is more than a pre-specified threshold 

called minimum support count, it will be placed in 

the frequent k-itemset. 

 

The major  principle  of apriori is that all the subsets of a 

frequent itemset should also be frequent.(10) 

3.2 OpenMP 

OpenMP is an  API for shared memory   parallel 

programming  for  C,C++ and Fortran. It is very  easy  to 

port it on different shared memory architectures.(20) 

OpenMP has different pragmas  which direct the compiler 

to use the openMP constructs. If the compiler does not 

support openMP, the program will run sequentially. 

(6,21,22) To use the openMP constructs in a c program we 

have to include omp.h header file  in our program. The 

parallelism in openMP is achieved by multiple threads. By 

using the fork-join model  it makes the program to run in 

serial and parallel modes. Initially   master thread runs the  

program  in serial mode and  when #pragma  omp parallel 

construct is encountered,  the master  thread fork the child 

threads and runs the program in parallel mode along with 

child threads.  Once the parallel part is over, again the child 

threads join the master thread and the program runs in the 

serial mode. The number of threads will be decided by the  

omp-set_num_threads () library function .  

3.3 Mmap() 

Mmap() function is useful when the process need to 

access the data from a large file. In  fread()  function, data 

must be first copied to the user space buffer before it is 

being copied to the process address space.  Mmap() 

function avoid this extra copy operation as the file is 

directly mapped to the  address space  of a process. 

(23,2).In the mmap() function, we have to specify the 

starting address in the process address space  from where 

the file should be mapped and how many bytes of the file 

we have to map starting from the offset. 

4. Mapping Of Apriori On Dualcore  

The parallelization of apriori is done based on the 

count distribution algorithm proposed by agrawal and 

shafer.(11) Here we follow the partitioning concept and 
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data parallel strategy. The transactional database is 

partitioned into  number of parts equal to the number of 

threads.  

 

4.1 Algorithm for parallelizing on dual core with 2  

threads: 

Input: Transactional database,TDB  with transactions 

TR1,TR2,…,TRn 

where a transaction TRi is the random combination of any 

items from item1 to item10 

and n is the number of records in the database, 

Minimum support count, msc  

Output:frequent k-itemsets where k=1,2,3 etc. 

Step1 : k=1  

candidate k-itemset ={item1, item2, item3, item4, item5, item6, 

item7, item8, item9, item10 }. 

Step2: SET_ OMP_NUM_THREADS =2 

 partition the given database into three partitions. 

#pragma omp parallel 

/* begin parallel region  

#pragma omp sections  

{ 

 omp section 

{  

    Find the local count of each item in the candidate k-      

    itemset in  partition1 

} 

omp section 

{ 

     Find the local count of each item in the candidate k- 

     itemset in  partition2 

 } 

} 

 /* end of parallel region  */ 

Global count of each item in candidate k-itemset=sum of 

the local counts 

If the global count of any item is>msc, place the item in 

frequent k-itemset 

Step 3: 

K=k+1 

Join frequent k-itemset with itself  to find the next 

candidate k-itemset  

Step4:Repeat steps 2 and 3 until any subset of  candidate 

k-itemset is not frequent. 

 

In the above algorithm, The #pragma omp parallel 

construct directs the compiler to enter into the parallel 

region. There are two types of work sharing constructs in 

openMP to divide the work parallel- Loops and Sections. 

We are using sections construct. Here we are creating two 

threads and each thread will work on each section. Because 

we are using multi-core processors each thread will run on 

separate cores there by making the execution faster 

compared to serial execution. For running the algorithm 

with three threads, we divide the database into 3 partitions 

and set number of threads equal to 3 and for four threads, 

we divide the database into 4 partitions and set number of 

threads equal to 4. When the number of threads are more 

than the number of cores , the threads will share the cores. 

5. Experimental Work 

The experimentation is carried out  on Intel Pentium 

Dual-core with processor speed 1.6GHz and 3GB  RAM . 

To get openMP compatibility, we have used Fedora 9 Linux 

(Kernel 2.6.25-14, Red Hat nash version 6.0.52) equipped 

with GNU C++(gcc version 4.3) for our experimentation. 

Different randomly generated transactional datasets with 

2,4,6,8 and  10lakh records are used. Each dataset consists 

of any random combination of items from item1 to item10.  

Our algorithm is also tested with the standard accident 

dataset (24) from UCI repository. We have used all 3,40,183 

transactions and  1 to 10 items of the accident dataset for 

testing purpose. The experimentation is done at different 

support counts. To test the effect of memory mapped files 

on apriori, the  algorithm is run in serial mode  by taking 

different datasets and different support counts separately 

with fread() and mmap() functions.The real time, user time 

and system time results of fread() versus mmap() are also 

compared by running the program parallelly  on dual core 

processor using OpenMP threads by setting number of 

threads=2,3 and 4. The speed up  of parallel  apriori is 

compared with fread() and mmap() functions. The %of 

mmap benefit  of the parallel implementations of apriori    

are compared by changing the number of threads  . 

6. Experimental Results 

The following notations are used in the tables and graphs 

in the paper. 

nrl- number of records in lakhs  

SAF –serial apriori with fread() 

SAM-serial apriori with mmap()  

pmsc-percentage of minimum support count 

PAFD-parallel apriori with fread() on dual core 

PAMD-parallel apriori with mmap() on dual core 

Prmb-percentage of real time mmap() benefit 

Pumb-percentage of user time mmap() benefit 

Psmb- percentage of system time mmap() benefit 

 

The following results  are observed from the experiments :  
1. Percentage of real time mmap() benefit, Prmb 

values of  SAM are compared to PAM  by 

changing pmsc and keeping nrl constant for 
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different random data sets. Prmb values of PAM 

are more compared to SAM for all data sets.(Fig.6, 

Table.1) Prmb values of PAM are also increased 

compared to SAM  for accident dataset at 

different pmsc values.( Table.3 ).Prmb values of 

PAM and SAM are also compared at each 

support count by changing nrl values. Prmb  

values are more for PAM compared to SAM at all 

support counts.(Fig.7,Table.4)  Scalability of PAM 

is more compared to PAF for different datasets at 

different support counts(Fig.8, Fig.9, Table.2, 

Tabe.5). 

 

2. Percentage of   user time mmap() benefit, Pumb 

values and system time mmap() benefit psmb 

values of SAM are also compared to PAM for 

different data sets at different support counts. 

PAM gives more benefit compared to SAM in all 

the cases.(fig.10-13,Table.6-11)    

6.1 Observations of serial vs parallel apriori with 

mmap() 
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Fig. 1: SAM vs PAMD real time values for 8 lakh data 
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Fig. 2: SAM vs PAMD real time values for accident data 

 

As the percentage of   real time mmap() benefit , prmb is 

more with 3threads compared to 2 and 4   threads in most of 

the cases, all the PAF and PAM values  in graphs and 

tables  indicated in this paper correspond to the values 

obtained by parallelizing apriori on dual core with three 

threads. 
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Fig. 3: SAM vs PAMD user time values for 8 lakh data 
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  Fig. 4: SAM vs PAMD user time values at pmsc=25 
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Fig. 5: SAM vs PAMD system time values for accident data 
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6.2 Observations of real time mmap benefit for serial 

vs parallel apriori with mmap() 
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Fig. 6: SAM vs PAMD real time mmap benefit  for 8 lakh data 
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Fig. 7: SAM vs PAMD real time mmap benefit  at pmsc=25 

6.3 Observations of real time speed up  for parallel 

fread() Vs parallel mmap() 
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Fig. 8 comparison of speed up of PAFD vs PAMDfor 8 lakh data  
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Fig. 9 comparison of speed up of PAFD vs PAMD at pmsc=25% 

6.4 Observations of user time mmap benefit for serial 

vs parallel apriori with mmap() 
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Fig. 10: SAM vs PAMD user time mmap benefit  for 8 lakh data 
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Fig. 11: SAM vs PAMD user time mmap benefit  at pmsc=25 
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6.4 Observations of system time mmap benefit for 

serial vs parallel apriori with mmap() 
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Fig. 12: SAM vs PAMD system time mmap benefit  for 8 lakh data 
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Fig. 13: SAM vs PAMD system time mmap benefit  at pmsc=25 

 

Table 1: Real time values for random data with nrl=10 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Table 2: Real time speed up val ues for random data with nrl=10 

 

Table 3: Real time values for accident data  

 

Pmsc SAF SAM pmb PAFD PAMD pmb 

5 169.12 144.1 14.79 118.32 94.27 20.33 

15 153.39 131.33 14.38 98.52 78.52 20.30 

25 43.25 36.22 16.25 29.5 22.44 23.94 

35 15.87 13.12 17.33 12.2 8.59 29.6 

45 3.6 2.2 38.89 3.24 1.80 44.56 

 

Table 4: Real time values for random data with pmsc=15 

 

nrl SAF SAM pmb PAFD PAMD pmb 

2 98.1 83.53 14.85 47.4 36.36 23.30 

4 194.65 166.49 14.47 95.08 74.46 21.69 

6 293.55 250.7 14.60 141.85 110.69 21.97 

8 390.65 332.13 14.98 189.69 152.44 19.64 

10 487.97 418.32 14.27 236.5 184.77 21.87 

 

Table 5: Real time  speed up values for random data with pmsc=15  

 

nrl SAF PAFD PAMD SAF/PAFD SAF/PAMD 

2 98.10 47.40 36.36 2.07 2.70 

4 194.65 95.08 74.46 2.05 2.61 

6 293.55 141.85 110.69 2.07 2.65 

8 390.65 189.69 152.44 2.06 2.56 

10 487.97 236.50 184.77 2.06 2.64 

 

 

 

Pmsc SAF SAM pmb PAFD PAMD pmb 

5 537.54 455.95 15.18 342.01 263.65 22.91 

15 487.97 418.32 14.27 236.5 184.77 21.87 

25 135.77 114.98 15.31 90.9 70.13 22.85 

35 49.5 40.15 18.89 38.6 26.25 32.00 

45 11.4 7.05 38.16 10.2 5.34 47.65 

pmsc SAF PAFD PAMD SAF/PAFD SAF/PAMD 

5 537.54 

342.0

1 263.65 1.57 2.04 

15 487.97 236.5 184.77 2.06 2.64 

25 135.77 90.9 70.13 1.49 1.94 

35 49.5 38.6 26.25 1.28 1.89 

45 11.4 10.2 5.34 1.12 2.13 
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Table 6: user time values for random data with nrl=10 

 

pmsc SAF SAM pmb PAFD PAMD pmb 

5 536.58 453.71 15.44 520.52 430.14 17.36 

15 486.38 416.16 14.44 469.79 397.01 15.49 

25 135.39 113.81 15.94 132.74 102.69 22.64 

35 48.98 40.09 18.15 49.02 39.07 20.30 

45 11.22 7 37.61 11.20 6.82 39.11 

Table 7: user time values for accident data  

 

pmsc SAF SAM pmb PAFD PAMD pmb 

5 168.37 143.95 14.50 168.24 143.73 14.57 

15 152.94 131.14 14.25 152.78 130.37 14.67 

25 43.08 36.21 15.95 43.18 36.13 16.33 

35 15.46 12.92 16.43 15.51 12.86 17.09 

45 3.53 2.38 32.58 3.58 2.37 33.80 

 

 

Table 8: user time values for random data with pmsc=15 

 

nrl SAF SAM pmb PAFD PAMD pmb 

2 97.66 83.33 14.67 94.04 79.74 15.21 

4 193.99 166.12 14.37 187.70 160.64 14.42 

6 292.63 249.4 14.77 282.06 237.36 15.85 

8 389.55 328.59 15.65 376.21 316.68 15.82 

10 486.38 416.16 14.44 469.79 397.01 15.49 

 

Table 9: system time values for random data with nrl=10 

 

pmsc SAF SAM pmb PAFD PAMD pmb 

5 0.82 0.38 53.66 1.1 0.41 62.73 

15 0.7 0.29 58.57 0.95 0.34 64.21 

25 0.32 0.18 43.75 0.58 0.195 66.38 

35 0.25 0.11 56.00 0.27 0.113 58.15 

45 0.17 0.08 52.94 0.18 0.081 55.00 

 

 

 

 

Table 10: system time values for accident data  

 

pmsc SAF SAM pmb PAFD PAMD pmb 

5 0.30 0.15 49.17 0.45 0.19 57.96 

15 0.25 0.13 49.60 0.38 0.15 60.53 

25 0.14 0.06 58.27 0.14 0.05 62.32 

35 0.10 0.05 52.88 0.10 0.04 55.67 

45 0.06 0.03 49.15 0.06 0.03 52.54 

 

Table 11: system time values for random data with pmsc=15 

 

nrl SAF SAM pmb PAFD PAMD pmb 

2 0.17 0.08 52.94 0.19 0.08 57.89 

4 0.28 0.14 49.29 0.43 0.16 62.79 

6 0.53 0.22 59.43 0.55 0.2 63.64 

8 0.57 0.26 54.74 0.77 0.29 62.34 

10 0.7 0.29 58.57 0.95 0.34 64.21 

 

7. Conclusions  

The performance of apriori with memory mapped files 

concept  compared to standard fread() function for reading 

data from the transactional database is identified  by using 

linux mmap() function. The mmap() function shows better 

performance than fread() in real time, user time and system 

time.The percentage of mmap benefit is more  in parallel 

apriori compared to serial apriori .  
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